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My grandfather was a South Afri-
can ostrich farmer. He mana-
ged to eke out a living in the

hostile semi-desert of the Klein Karoo, en-
abling all of his seven children to complete
school and attain some form of tertiary
qualification. None of his children chose to
remain on the farm, all (bar one) moving to
towns and cities where most took up pro-
fessions such as teacher or hairdresser. All
of his grandchildren now live in cities or big
towns.

My grandfather’s brother was also an
ostrich farmer on the neighbouring farm.
His children and grandchildren chose to
stay on the family farm, continuing the bat-
tle against the barren soil and sporadic
rains that has come to characterise the area.
Comparing the fortunes of the family who
remained on the farm – now struggling for
survival – to those who left for the bright
lights of the cities – now doing fairly well,

even if one of them is a professor of eco-
nomic history – is a harsh lesson in the
promise of agriculture as a source of eco-
nomic development.

It is against this background that I read
Agricultural Development in the World Pe-
riphery, a book of 507 pages, 18 chapters
and 29 authors. The book is an ambitious
attempt to cover the structural transfor-
mation of agriculture over the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries in regions that are
typically regarded as developing (except
for the inclusion of Australia and New Ze-
aland): three in Africa, thirteen from Asia
and one chapter on the entire Latin Ame-
rica. The length and breadth makes a com-
prehensive review impossible. Instead, I’ve
opted for a very personal route.

My family’s story would support the
agro-sceptics, as defined by Martin An-
dersson and Emelie Rohne Till in chap-
ter 2. In their review chapter of the main
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theoretical contributions that explain agri-
culture’s role in development, they argue
that the agro-sceptics are those develop-
ment experts that question the idea that
agricultural growth is generally efficient in
reducing poverty (p. 30). Think of the Ar-
thur Lewis or Paul Rosenstein-Rodan set of
models, in which labour was a valuable yet
underutilised resource that could be rea-
llocated to the modern sector for the capi-
tal formation necessary for industrialisa-
tion. That theory fits the story of my
father’s side of the family.

It is not only a historical phenomenon.
Urbanisation is now the most successful
poverty-alleviating strategy in South Africa,
as a recent Human Sciences Research
Council study shows. Black South Africans
who move from impoverished peasant
farms to the cities, even if they end up living
in tiny shacks in sprawling townships on the
periphery of Johannesburg or Cape Town,
are more likely to be socially mobile and es-
cape poverty than their counterparts who
remain in the rural areas.

Yet it is not that simple. One of my
grandfather’s sons (my uncle) decided that
even though he did not want to be an os-
trich farmer, he wanted to remain in agri-
culture. After leaving school, he went to
work on a fruit farm closer to Cape Town.
In contrast to what has happened to the os-
trich industry, the fruit farm my uncle now
manages has done exceptionally well. They
have invested heavily in state-of-the-art
technology, automating much of the har-
vesting process. They have expanded, bu-
ying up neighbouring farms and investing
in warehousing and transport. The farm is

now an industrial enterprise, producing to-
matoes and apricots and berries for both
the national and international market, and
its owners are multi-millionaires. Clearly,
this is a case that would support the agro-
proponents, as Andersson and Rohne Till
would call those who argue that agriculture
plays a crucial role for both aggregate and
pro-poor growth (p. 30).

Which one of these stories holds true is,
ultimately, the purpose of this book. The
African case studies, perhaps predictably,
are largely pessimistic. One example is pro-
vided by Christer Gunnarsson (chapter 5)
who, in writing about Ghanaian cocoa pro-
duction, draws on Hla Myint’s version of
the vent-for-surplus theory. He argues that
while the arrival of cash crops in Ghana
were initially complementary to subsistence
farming, its success hinged on specialisa-
tion.
One could assume that only the more

successful and prosperous farmers, encoura-
ged by their previous success, would decide to
devote more of their time and efforts to spe-
cialised cash-crop export production. They
acquire more land, by purchase or lease, they
hire labour from outside the family, and they
start buying food at the market. Their farms
are likely to be bigger while at the other end
of the spectrum the number of dependent
small farmers would be increasing. Inequa-
lity would thereby surge (p. 137).

Yet this process never did allow Ghana
to experience the structural transforma-
tion that Asian economies, for example.
Given the level of prosperity attained in

the boom periods, one would not expect
Ghana to have had worse preconditions for
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structural change than a comparable eco-
nomy like Malaysia. The economy was in-
itially clearly unimodal in character, that is,
land was fairly evenly distributed and pos-
session of land appears not to have been a
major source of political authority (p. 147).

Today, more than fifty years after inde-
pendence, its level of industrialisation re-
mains low and the country is as dependent
as ever on primary commodity exports (p.
147).

This result is, as Gunnarsson suggests,
the disappearance of small farms. In some
ways this is already happening; the average
cocoa farmer is ageing and the younger and
more educated generation prefers living in ur-
ban and globalised environments to tilling
the land of their ancestors. The alternative is
to go for large-scale mechanisation of mega-
sized farms, but this is a risky enterprise and
it is not evident that it would be the best stra-
tegy for achieving macro-economic structu-
ral change. In fact, large-scale agriculture
received strong state support earlier in the
century, with limited success. Gunnarsson
thus recommends a strategy supporting the
medium-sized specialised farms, although
such a strategy, he concludes pessimisti-
cally, remains to be seen. This is regrettable
since, as suggested by historical evidence, it is
often the safest way to incentivise macro-eco-
nomic structural change by means of agri-
cultural growth (p. 146).

Ellen Hillbom and Samuel Jenkin
(chapter 6) are equally pessimistic about
agriculture in Zambia, the second African
country examined in the book, as a catalyst
for growth. They develop an analytical fra-
mework that rests on three pillars: 1) the

natural resources available and its location
within the country; 2) the political and eco-
nomic institutions within which policy-ma-
king is embedded; and 3) the agency of go-
vernment officials, and commercial and
subsistence farmers. The unique combina-
tion of minerals, notably copper, and its lo-
cation relative to the most fertile regions
have resulted in an alliance between com-
mercial maize farmers producing almost
exclusively for the mines and the urban
population. Maize, they conclude, has be-
come a social contract crop, with the result
that agricultural policies have distorted op-
portunities for widespread agricultural di-
versification, creating instead a dual agri-
cultural sector (p. 173).

As in Ghana, the state played an im-
portant role in shaping these outcomes,
supporting commercial farmers in the in-
terests of mining and against the interests
of the broader economy:
While we have seen a century of political

and financial efforts being invested in en-
couraging agricultural growth, the funda-
mental role of the agricultural sector has
throughout our period of investigation been
to service the mining areas and growing ur-
ban population. With the government’s con-
sistent dependency on copper export reve-
nues, Zambia remains caught in a reliance
on two interdependent primary sectors, nei-
ther of which is dynamic enough to drive a
structural transform process (p. 173).

Jan C. Greyling, Nick Vink and Emily
van der Merwe, writing on South Africa
(chapter 7), also expose the interplay bet-
ween the mining and agricultural sectors,
and the political economy that ultimately
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helped transform the agricultural sector
into a successful export sector. With the
discovery of gold in the South African in-
terior in the late nineteenth century, much
like for copper in Zambia, an alliance of
maize and gold was established, lasting for
several decades before it disintegrated.
Using an analytical framework that inclu-
des both large-scale and subsistence white
farmers, black farmers, black and whi -
te mine labourers, mine owners and the
state, they describe the evolution of politi-
cal tensions that stemmed from the conver-
ging and diverging interests (p. 179) of the
mining and agricultural sectors. This dyna-
mism is important, as it signals a shift away
from what seems to be a static dichotomy
between commercial and subsistence far-
mers, or between inward-looking versus
export-led growth. The mineral revolution
in South Africa, and the sudden large ex-
ternal market, kick-started commercial far-
ming through increased productivity and
eventually an expansion to food exports (p.
198). This gave farmers more political po-
wer, which disrupted the alliance between
maize and gold, shifting state support to the
agricultural sector. What may appear to be
an agro-positive story is, in fact, more a
case of artificial support for a politically-
connected elite that came at the cost of
both black labour on the mines (who would
have benefited from lower prices of food,
and thus higher real wages) and black far-
mers (who were displaced or dispossessed
of markets).

Of course, Agricultural Transformation
in the World Periphery is not only a book
about African agriculture. Most developing

countries continue to regulate the sector or
provide substantial state support. In chap-
ter 9, Anne Booth writes that economists
continue to debate the extent and impact of
interventions in markets for food and other
agricultural commodities across Southeast
Asia including Vietnam, Laos and Cambo-
dia, where market reforms were introduced
more recently and have had a considerable
impact on output and yields of a range of
agricultural commodities, including rice, cof-
fee, rubber, sugar and pig meat. That go-
vernment policies affecting the prices of both
agricultural output and inputs have been
important in encouraging the adoption of
new production technologies is not disputed.
But the longer term impact of these policies on
both economic growth and equity within and
between sectors is often controversial (p. 247).

What are the government policies that
may help? Kym Anderson (chapter 14),
using the success of Australia to sustain a
thriving agricultural sector, refers to four
things: 1) availability of land; 2) significant
declines in transport costs for agricultural
goods; 3) innovations both by farmers and
via a strong public agricultural R&D
system; and 4) sound macroeconomic po-
licies that avoided the resource curse. Fu-
ture governments, Anderson concludes, 
may still occasionally provide some direct

assistance to struggling firms in marginal
electorates, but much more efficient social
safety nets—and, even better, trampolines—
are now available to assist the losers from
economic growth to adjust to future sectoral
trends and shocks (p. 382).

Which brings me back to my grandfa-
ther’s ostrich farm. Apart from a boom in
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ostriches at the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury, the industry would likely have strug-
gled without the support that the Nationa-
list Party government of the twentieth
century provided. Alternatives without state
support were and remain limited, as the
poor performance of this regions since the
2000s shows. Had there not been political
interference, it is likely that my grandfather
would have had to move elsewhere, either
to towns or to other districts. Urbanisation
may have happened one generation earlier,
and the structural transformation of the
economy too. Read through this lens, agri-
culture and the support of the state retar-
ded rather than spurred South Africa’s eco-
nomic development.

But that does not mean South Africa
should not have an agricultural sector. In-
vestments in better transport (including air
transport) and other infrastructure (inclu-
ding electricity, telecommunications and

water), research and development that de-
velop improved crops for a changing cli-
mate, and generous but general support
for those farmers (and workers in other in-
dustries) that fail to adapt to the global
market, are key to a productive agricultural
sector. On my uncle’s fruit farm, access to
local and international markets are key to
their success, which means they must have
access to efficient and reliable transport
and communication infrastructure. Their
farm is indeed an example of agricultural
transformation in the global periphery. The
question for many developing countries in
a low-productivity spiral, like Ghana and
Zambia, remains: how do we break the po-
litical alliances that prevent this kind of
transformation from happening?

Johan Fourie

orcid.org/0000-0002-7341-017X 

Stellenbosch University

Tariq Omar Ali
A Local History of Global Capital: Jute and Peasant Life in The
Bengal Delta
Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2018, 272 pp.

Jute sacks contained the commodities of
world trade from the mid-nineteenth to
the mid-twentieth centuries. As the

world trade expanded, the demand for this
fibre increased manifold. Within a few de-
cades the Bengal delta had become the
world’s biggest jute producer, as the acre-
age increased from ca. 50.000 acres in the
middle of the century to ca. four million
acres in 1906 (p. 21). 

In A Local History of Global Capital
Tariq Omar Ali shows how this fibre had
not only shaped the economic lives of thou-
sands of peasant households, but also had
been a central feature of political discour-
ses in the region for over a century. The
book is much more than just the history of
jute in the Bengal delta. Through seven
chapters (plus introduction and conclu-
sion) Ali explores the economic, social and
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political history of the delta from ca. 1850
to 1950 by applying a commodity-centred
approach. The first half of the book docu-
ments the rise of the jute industry from
the Crimean War to World War I, and analy-
ses its impact on peasant production and
consumption, nationalist politics and the
spatial relation between hinterland and me-
tropolis (chapters 1-3). 

Ali shows how closely jute acreage and
price corresponded over time, which allows
him to argue that the expansion of jute
production was primarily the peasants’ re-
action to favourable market conditions. The
cultivation of jute, Ali writes, took place wi-
thout colonial coercion, but entirely through
peasant choice, through the autonomous and
independent decisions of tens of thousands of
peasant households in the Bengal delta (p.
22). The Bengal delta’s peasants simply
took the opportunity the booming jute
market offered them. This is what distin-
guishes the peasant production of jute from
most other cash crops produced in the glo-
bal countryside during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The production of
most other raw materials cultivated in the
hinterlands of the Global South was ac-
companied by some form of violence and
coercion. Indigo or opium are just two
examples of cash crops that were based on
the coercion of peasant labour, executed by
capitalists and the colonial state via the
means of debt bondage or blunt violence.
Jute cultivation, on the contrary, was enti-
rely the peasants’ choice and involved no
colonial coercion, Ali argues (p. 6). 

This argument is not entirely new and
has been made in a similar way by Ali’s

doctoral adviser Sugata Bose (1993). Ho-
wever, Ali’s analysis goes beyond produc-
tion and includes consumption and can
thus explain why the peasants chose mar-
ket-entanglements in favour of subsistence
security, despite the risks involved. Their
decisions to grow more jute instead of rice,
Ali argues, were driven by their desire for the
various goods and services that they could
purchase with proceeds from sales of fiber (p.
38). The new income was spent on a wide
range of consumer goods, from British
umbrellas to fashionable haircuts, from
clothes to metallic kitchen utensils, from
more durable building materials to golden
ornaments. A notable aspect of this new
wave of consumption was the increase in
lawsuits that tenants filed against their lan-
dlords. Backed up by the Rent Acts of
1859 and 1885, the peasants now also had
the financial means to legally claim pro-
perty on the land they occupied (pp. 41-
46). In this part of the book Ali proposes
an interesting thesis about the jute pea-
sants’ resistance to the Swadeshi move-
ment. A central theme of the movement
was the boycott of imported consumer go-
ods – those goods the delta’s peasants had
come to enjoy buying at the weekly mar-
kets or seasonal fairs. The sometimes vio-
lent clashes between the (mainly Hindu)
Swadeshi activists and the (mainly Mus-
lim) jute peasants were, Ali argues, of nei-
ther communal nor economical nature,
but vigorous attempts to protect rural mar-
kets and fairs as spaces of pleasurable and
enjoyable consumption (p. 40).

Although the book is clearly influenced
by the work of Sven Beckert (2014) in the
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sense that it follows a commodity-centred
approach to a wider history of capitalism,
Ali distinguishes himself explicitly from his
former fellow at Harvard. Through the con-
cept of war capitalism – a term that stres-
ses the violent nature of mercantilism –
Beckert emphasizes the important role of
empires and states in the formation of the
global countryside (Beckert, 2014: xv). The
opium monopoly in nineteenth-century
North India, a topic the author of this re-
view has written about (Bauer, 2019), ne-
atly fits Beckert’s state-centred approach to
agricultural commercialization. The jute
industry, on the other hand, where pea-
sants responded to world-market prices,
allows Ali to tell a story in which the culti-
vators were the main agents of change. So-
metimes they prospered, sometimes they
impoverished, but it was always their deci-
sion to participate in those newly develo-
ping market-entanglements. This is a uni-
que narrative in the many contexts of the
transformation of the global countryside.

World War I brought a sudden end to
the jute boom and the consumerist lifestyle
of the delta’s jute peasants (chapter 4). Not
only did the demand for jute decrease ra-
pidly, but the region was also hit by ecolo-
gical disasters that caused disease and de-
ath in the form of malaria, smallpox and
cholera. Additionally, population pressure
further fragmented the peasants’ holdings
down to miniature sizes of one acre or less,
which made it impossible to produce suffi-
cient subsistence. The combination of those
unfavourable developments hit the delta’s
peasantry hard. It led to destitution and
hunger and eventually culminated in the

Bengal Famine of 1943, when millions pe-
rished. 

In the second part of the book Ali mas-
terfully connects the peasants’ immiseration
and their self-fashioning as ascetic Muslim
peasants. The change from well-off and
market-friendly to destitute and market-
sceptical peasants opened up the space for
new discourses of agrarian Islam based on
the ideals of hard work, austerity in con-
sumption and patriarchal authority. In this
era of immiseration, Ali writes, the ideal
Muslim peasant was envisioned as a savvy
market operator who worked hard and re-
duced consumption so as to be financially
self-sufficient (p. 134). Based on these ob-
servations, Ali can explain the rise of the
peasant populist Krishak Praja Party (KPP)
in the decades after World War I (chap-
ter 6). As the KPP failed to fulfil one of
their biggest campaign promises – influen-
cing jute prices to the advantage of the cul-
tivators – the party disappeared as a politi-
cal force in the delta. In the 1946 elections
the population of the jute tracts in the delta
helped the Muslim League to victory. They
voted for the League’s campaign of a Pa-
kistan as peasant utopia. Ali shows that
once more jute became central in the re-
gion’s politics, as the newly independent
state of Pakistan used this highly charged
commodity in its project of fashioning a na-
tional economy (p. 170). Jute, it was hoped,
should became a national resource produ-
cing revenue, foreign exchange, and strategic
advantage for the state (p. 192). However,
the jute manufacturing mills still stood in
metropolitan Calcutta, on the other side of
the border. The East Pakistani state’s at-
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tempt to undermine the jute exports to In-
dia resulted in extremely violent acts
against its own citizens. At the border the
army shot and killed suspected smugglers
on sight. 

Ali concludes the book with a clever
analysis of the question why jute, despite
the fact that the fibre is no longer significant
in the delta’s economy, continues to play an
important part in the national discourse of
Bangladesh. Jute, Ali argues, has since the
1850s been entwined with the nationalist
discourse of Bangladesh (p. 195). It has ne-
ver been just another commodity, but con-
tinuously shaped and reshaped the self-fas-
hioning of the Muslim peasantry and the
political discourse of the delta.
A Local History of Global Capital is a

well-written and comprehensive book that

will be of great interest for students and
scholars of British India, independent Ban-
gladesh, the commercialization of agricul-
ture in the global countryside and Muslim
peasant politics. 

Rolf Bauer

orcid.org/ 0000-0002-4284-7758

Universität Wien
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This volume on the rural common-
pool resources, and its institutio-
nal and conflictive management

and use, is an important historical contri-
bution to the study of the commons. It
compiles 19 studies covering 500 years of
commons management and change bet-
ween the 16th and 21st century within Eu-
rope, with a special emphasis on England,
France, Italy, The Netherlands, the Ger-
man-speaking countries, and also Eastern
and Northern European countries. This is

in itself a challenge, given the wide range of
heterogeneity. Still, the volume overcomes
this and fills the existing gap in comparative
studies on European commons. The book
includes mainly historical research, but the
historical processes narrated provide les-
sons and theoretical challenges of broader
scope, especially for scholars specialized in
commons.

The studies are structured in three sec-
tions: research trajectories and new orien-
tations; local and regional case studies; and
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problem-specific analyses and compari-
sons. The first section provides an over-
view of research topics in the European
history of the commons, such as change,
generation of more formalized rules, diffe-
rent enclosure tendencies and conflicts.
The second section introduces different
studies since the 18th century, and their
contributions. In the third section, data
and reflections on multiple settings are pre-
sented. Finally, the editors of the volume
summarises the main findings and thoughts
in the concluding chapter.

All contributions include regional and
empirical evidence in a compelling way,
that makes it an easy-read for scholars from
other disciplines. Some of them provide
outstanding insights, such as the studies
on Spain (José-Miguel Lana), England (Jo-
nathan Healey), France (Sylvain Olivier)
and Germany (Stefan Brakensiek). Healey,
for instance, presents interesting tendencies
on the English commons management and
institutional change, which, in spite of the
challenges resulting from the reliability of
historical data, give an insight into different
constellations of enclosure processes, con-
flicts and contestations. His contribution
highlights that commons are related to the
collective use of resources, but also to daily
contestations and exclusion processes. He
thus introduces the issue of power, as he
speaks of the politics of the commons, sho-
wing the different power relations within
and outside the common-pool resource
management contexts, thereby pointing to
local agency.

The other three case studies in this sec-
tion uncover how the institutions for the

management of common-pool resources
operated and changed in regions that do
not often attract scholarly attention, as Po-
land (Piotr Guzowski), Bohemia (Eduard
Maur) and Hungary (Antal Szántay). In
the latter one, the author draws attention to
the changing value of common pool re-
sources over time, and how different actors
perceive this change. This is an important
economic variable in the analysis of insti-
tutional change of the commons.

The second section presents six local
and regional studies on northwest of Spain
(José A. Serrano), the French Alps (Anne
Marie Granet-Abisset), South Tirol (Evi
Pechlaner), the Lombard Alps (Luca Mo-
carelli), Osnabrück in northwest Germany
(Jonas Hübner) and Dinkelsbühl in sou-
thern Germany (Teresa Massinger). These
studies deal with other related aspects, such
as the importance of the commons as poor
relief in pre-industrial societies, their new
uses (such as how tourism shapes the com-
mons), how inequalities and legal pluralism
in bi-national contexts impact local liveli-
hoods, and the impact of the growing state
intervention on common property regimes.

In the third section some comparative
studies are presented. Tine de Moor and
Annelies Tukker, for instance, stress that the
stability of common property institutions is
related to the issue of self-regulations and
resilience, which they regard as the ability
to find consensus rather than to monitor
and sanction. Excess monitoring and sanc-
tioning increase transaction costs and lower
resilience, as it is shown in the comparison
of eight Dutch commons systems. Like-
wise, the impact of externally induced cri-
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sis on the commons systems and its incre-
ased use is shown in the Scandinavian com-
parative study by Jesper Larsson.

The other four contributions, by Chis-
toph Pöll, Anne-Lise Head-König, Niels
Grüne and Gerhard Siegl, and Hein van
Giels, Rohan Mark Bennett and Martin
Hipondoka, point out the role that market
incentives, conflicts (in and between com-
munities and with the State) and State in-
terventions play in phases of political and
economic change.

Althought the volume is a valuable con-
tribution to the literature, there are several
issues to be addressed, especially from a
non-historian standpoint. On the one hand,
all authors recognize that they are not just
dealing with a narrow concept of the com-
mon-pool resources, such as pastures and
forests, but with many other such as water,
fisheries, fruits, veld products of large sorts
(including medicinal plants, materials for
construction, etc.), as well as collective in-
frastructure, namely roads or irrigation in-
frastructure. In addition, the studies consi-
der that it is not just about legal institutions,
but also overlapping forms of commons
and private property, and seasonal use of
private lands as commons and vice versa.
This is why the German word Ländliche
Gemeingüter (rural commons) and not All-
mend-Ressource is used.

All contributions show that the authors
have a clear understanding of legal plura-
listic settings and practices, and attempt to
explain changes in these pluralities, rather
than using a simplistic notion of duality
between traditional commons and modern
State or private property. Similarly, they

highlight that external changes lead to dif-
ferent constellations of power-relations, ac-
tion arenas and discourses which, again,
shape institutions where common-pool re-
sources are managed. This indicates that
common property regimes in which com-
mon-pool resources were regulated did not
keep people away from turning to the mo-
dern world, but instead enabled early in-
dustrialization by reproducing labour at a
low cost.

I also concur with the issue of mem-
bership inclusion and exclusion, and in-
ternal rule compliance (monitoring and
sanctioning), as being key elements of the
commons management –either in the sense
of reducing these costs or as vector of
change if these costs are getting too high.

There are, on the other hand, critical is-
sues too. As much as I appreciate the
discussion about the definition of the com-
mons in German (Allemende vs. Gemein-
güter), common-pool resources should be
defined by the criteria of defendability and
subtractibility (see Ostrom, 1990) taking
into account local language and property
context where they are institutionalized. I
believe that there is no other way of paying
attention to this range of resources, lan-
guages and local perceptions of meaning,
regarding what we are dealing with. The
term Gemeingut is also problematic as it al-
ready includes the legal notion, which
should be separated from the quality of
the resource (see Ostrom, 1990; Haller,
2013).

Another critique is that the volume
could provide further discussions on which
types of external forces trigger change in lo-
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cal power constellations, and the selection
of institutions regarding the management
of the commons, as well as the legitimisa-
tion processes that the actors use. As inter-
national research on the commons in-
fluenced by a neo-institutional and political
ecology approach demonstrates, inclusion,
exclusion and enclosure processes relate to
change in value of the common-pool re-
sources and to the increased bargaining
power of actors to shape the rules of the
game (see North, 1990; Ensminger, 1992;
Landolt & Haller, 2015; Haller, 2007,
2010, 2016).

In the conclusion the editors choose not
to reflect on commonalities of such pro-
cesses, which I believe is a lost chance to
draw attention to the data presented. Ac-
cess to the common-pool resources and
established institutions depends largely on
perceived value and interests by heteroge-
neous actors, not only at the local level,
but also at the level where we find feudal,
State and market forces. The volume con-
tains one example of Non-European com-
mons, but there are no further thoughts on
other fields of contemporary common stu-
dies in Europe and elsewhere (see Netting,
1981; Liechti & Biber, 2016; Baur, Liechti
& Binder; Mackinnon, 2018; Landolt &
Haller, 2015, and also several publications
in the International Journal of the Com-
mons) and how these could contribute to
the comparative analysis. Furthermore,
there is no reflection as regards to the lite-
rature on legal and institutional pluralism,
although studies mention it and refer to the
issue of so-called forum or institution shop-
ping (see Haller, 2016). Again, a neo-insti-

tutional approach, combined with a politi-
cal ecology orientation, would strengthen
the analysis of litigations that are alluded to
in the studies, and the changes in the per-
ception of the value of the common-pool
resources related to power relations.

The selection and discursive legitima-
tion of institutions could be much better
explained. Characterizing actors and their
power could also lead us beyond broad ca-
tegories of local poor people, middle class,
elites and feudal and/or state actors. The
examples contain data that show why some
actors selected institutions based on a bro-
ader ideological framing (e.g. modernity),
hiding market level interests and gains.

Another issue refers to the robustness of
common-pool resources. The Swiss case,
amongst others, shows that the level of lo-
cal participation in rule-making might be
the crux of the matter. While in England
and France, as well as some parts in Ger-
many, commons are nowadays close to not
existing at all (because commons were lin-
ked to feudal systems), the Swiss case
shows that early regional independence was
helping to set up robust institutions when
governance could be decided at the local le-
vel (for a Dutch case, see also De Keyzer,
2018). Market and neo-liberal forces broke
this local autonomy in the other areas and
used the State as a chief driver to gain po-
wer in the 19th and 20th centuries.

I would thus argue that the contribu-
tions presented in this volume, as well as
the concluding chapter, could have been
improved analytically by focusing on ex-
ternal changes in relative prices and com-
mon-pool resources, and by looking at who
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has bargaining power and who is able to se-
lect institutions according to their interests.
In the conclusion, after arguing that there
is no real comparable driving process, the
editors recognize in the final paragraph that
market forces and bargaining power are
important. Along this line the contribu-
tions and the conclusion (which should
also be made available in English) could
have been improved, paying more attention
to the way powerful actors legitimate their
claims for changing the common property
regime (for a comparative research project
on Swiss Commons addressing these is-
sues, see http://www.anthro.unibe.ch/fors-
chung/scales/index_ger.html).

Despite these limitations, this volume is
of great interest to scholars working on
commons. It offers interesting case studies
on specific issues, such as conflict and
change in the management of the com-
mons, for several European terrritories.
Perhaps the conclusion could be reworked
as a paper for the International Journal of
the Commons.

Tobias Haller

Institut für Sozialanthropologie

Universität Bern
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Peter M. Jones 
Agricultural Enlightenment: Knowledge, Technology, and Nature,
1750-1840 
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2016, 288 pp.

Agricultural Enlightenment, de Peter
M. Jones, es un libro sobre el de-
sarrollo y la difusión de nuevas

ideas y tecnologías en la agricultura euro-
pea entre mediados del siglo XVIII y 1840.
Es la continuación de otro trabajo anterior
del mismo autor, titulado Industrial En-
lightenment (Manchester University Press,
2008) en el cual realizaba un ejercicio si-
milar para el caso de la revolución indus-
trial. Ambos libros están claramente in-
fluenciados por la obra de Joel Mokyr, (un
reciente ejemplo: The Enlightened Eco-
nomy, Yale University Press, 2010), si bien
es cierto que Jones es crítico con algunas
ideas de este autor.

La teoría fundamental que subyace en
los tres trabajos es que la revolución inte-
lectual que hoy conocemos como Ilustra-
ción fue determinante para explicar el cam-
bio económico que tuvo lugar en Europa
desde el siglo XVIII. Enfatizan, en conse-
cuencia, la importancia de los factores in-
telectuales e institucionales –frente a los
cambios en el mercado o las variables geo-

gráficas– como impulsores de la gran di-
vergencia, esto es, del aumento en la brecha
entre la renta de los países europeos y del
resto del mundo. El libro que presentamos
en esta reseña se centra, en particular, en el
sector agrario, esto es, vincula el auge de la
Ilustración y los cambios intelectuales e
institucionales que llevó aparejados a las
transformaciones agrarias que tuvieron lu-
gar en el Viejo Continente entre mediados
del siglo XVIII y mediados del XIX. Es esta
una asociación interesante, creativa, poco
habitual pero también, según sostiene el
propio autor, incluso perversa. La tesis fun-
damental es que la Ilustración creó un
marco eficaz para la difusión de ideas y co-
nocimiento en la agricultura europea, y
que las instituciones de la época facilitaron
ese proceso a la vez que sublimaron el de-
sarrollo de mejoras productivas y econó-
micas. 

El libro supone una contribución deci-
siva en un momento en el que la historio-
grafía agraria está –o, mejor dicho, lleva
estando durante al menos dos décadas–


